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ADDENDUM-I
Clarification(s) counter to queries from various vendors for the supply of
"Rack Servers (Single Socket), Network Switch and Other Accessories"

ln lg" Rack-MountLayer 2 Managed, Gigabit Ethernet Switch with 48 l0/100/1000 x RJ45

ports and 2*l0G QSFP+ uplink ports with suppoft for stacking & appropriate patch cabled of
suitable length. Do we have to quote above required Switch with l0G / 40G uplink ports?.

QSFP+ ports are 40G ports and SFP+ ports are l0G ports....please clarifu,

Ans: Yes

In the Switch configuration, you have asked for "2+ l0G QSFP+ uplink potts". Major L2

switches comes with either I gig SFP or l0 gig SFt+ gp1;nk ports. l0G QSFP+ is not

available in L2 Switches. Please confirm whether you required this for specific branch or in
Data Centre because l0 QSFP Switch will cost higher compared to L2 Switch. Please clarifo
above point before bidding in this tender.

Ans: Data Centre

Any queries/compliance issues in the required compliance statement with reference to
Annexure -l (Refer Addendum ref no. IITGN/COMP1LTA120|4-15102031ADD/01 dated l''
September 2014)

Ans: As per the tender it has to be quoted & complied.

Any queries regarding Acceptance Testing.

Ans: As per the tender it has to be quoted & complied.

Could we submit a QA test report that conform to your Hardware u"."piun"" test. This test

report assures you ofthe necessary tests having been conducted at our facility before shipment ofthe
equipment. Pls confirm if the same is acceptable to IIT Gandhinagar as against a HAT at your
premises.

Ans: As long as a report with all parameters been submitted by the vendor it should be fine.

In the BoQ of required material, you have mentioned I nos of Managed 48-port lGbE
Network switch as item no 3.

l. Is the required Quantity of switch is only l?

Ans: Yes

2. What are the uplinks required? You have asked for 2 x l0 Gig uplink ports. Do they need to be

populated with SFP+ transceivers? If yes what type of transceivers.

Ans: QSFP+ normally comes with a transceiver. If not, need to have a compatible tranceiver

3. What is the type of patch cords you require? If you can share the purpose of the same we can

include the right item in our proposal,

Ans: Compatible patchcord (Cat6)

4. Is Network Management Software required to manage a single switch?

Ans: Suitable management software to manage the switch to be provided.
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